
 

 

UHF RFID Trial 
Consultancy Brief: Practical tests in Real Conditions 
 
Recently, CoreRFID was asked to carry out a trial of a range of different RFID 
technologies to assess how successful these were likely to be in a real world 
application. Often it is difficult to predict just how effective RFID will be in any 
given circumstance. 
 
Read rates depend on a number of factors and some of these may not be 
under the user’s control. The trial carried out by CoreRFID provides useful 
data and, while the results are, of course, specific to the circumstances of the 
individual trial, the data provides a useful insight into the variability that can 
occur in RFID success rates and the steps that need to be taken when 
planning for an RFID installation. 
 
As an expert in this area, CoreRFID is happy to help users with planning or 
carrying out RFID trials. 
 

The Problem with RFID 
Reading RFID product specifications is a task which needs care. It is not uncommon to see both tags and readers which 
have declared read distances of “up to xxx metres.” Statisticians (or even cynics) will realise that “up to” is an 
expression that can also include the value zero! In reality, the distance across which a particular combination of tag 
and reader can be used varies with a number of circumstances. Variables that need to be considered include:- 
 

 The reader design, antenna(s) and their orientation relative to the tag  

 The tag design and its antenna.  

 The material to which the tag is attached. 

 The extent to which the tag orientation can be controlled. 

 The required success rate.  

 The extent to which the environment can be controlled. 

Changing any one of these will result in changes to the achievable read distance. 

The Customer Trial 
As part of the planning for a possible deployment of RFID within the construction industry, CoreRFID was asked to 
carry out a trial which would demonstrate the ease with which a range of different tags might be used for the control 
of steel components moving between the steel stock holding yard, the building site and then on to the building itself.  
The steel components were of varying sizes and positions on a flatbed trailer.  
 
The trial was designed to asses a number of different tag types and reader approaches including the use of both hand-
held reading devices and gateway type readers, so called “portals.” Three types of tag all operating in the UHF wave 
band were tested (one general purpose passive tag, a passive tag specifically designed for mount on metal and an 
active tag). Three types of reader were tested; a handheld computer with integrated RFID reader and UHF antenna, 
and two different fixed point readers each working with a gateway antenna.  
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steel components on vehicle trolley 

 



 

 

Trials with the handheld were conducted by moving the reader past the tags at a relatively close ranges and with a 
controlled orientation between the tag and the reader’s antenna. Trials with the fixed point readers were by moving 
the steel components on a trailer past the reading station.  The trials measured read success rates, providing an 
important indication of the issues needing to be explored in any planned application implementation.   
 

“On- site tests such as this provide essential understanding of the likely 
performance of RFID components when they are deployed in real world 
applications,”       Munzi Ali, Technical Director, CoreRFID   
 

Trial Results 
The test results are shown below. In trial # 4 the tags were attached to existing labels already in place on the steel 
components while for trials #3, 5. 6 and 7 the tag was mounted directly on the steel component itself. For the hand 
held readers, tag read distance was typically around one to two metres. For the fixed readers there was a gap of at 
least two metres between the tags and the antennas as the trailer moved past the tags.  In all the trials, tags were 
mounted randomly of the steel components, ensuring tags were place both at the edges and middle of the trailer.    
 

Test 
Nr. 

Tag Type 
(All UHF, EPC Class 1, Gen 2 tags) 

Reader No: of 
Tags 

Tags 
Read 

Success % 

1 Passive Hang Tag Hand Held 20 16 80 

2 Passive Hang Tag Fixed Type A 20 10 50 

3 Passive Mount On Metal Tag Hand Held 23 19 82 

4 Passive Mount On Metal Tag Fixed Type A 23 3 13 

5 Passive Mount On Metal Tag Fixed Type A 23 6 26 

6 Passive Mount On Metal Tag Fixed Type B 23 23 100 

7 Active Tag Fixed Type A 20 20 100 

 

Lessons Learned 
What conclusions can be drawn from this simple experiment and what lessons can be learned for the planning of RFID 
projects? 
Firstly there is considerable variability in success rates with different tags, different readers and different technology 
approaches. It is evidently worthwhile carrying out such trials as this one before determining on a particular 
technology selection. 
Secondly the manner of tag attachment can be as important as the choice of devices (given the difference in the 
performance of identical products in two attachment scenarios in trials #4 and #5). 
Thirdly, that (in this case) careful selected passive technology tags and readers could match the performance of active 
tags costing four times that of the passive devices.    
 

About CoreRFID  
CoreRFID solutions help improve safety, quality and the management of processes across engineering, construction, 
manufacturing and many other industries. To learn more about how we can help, contact us today:  

 
CoreRFID Ltd. Dallam Court, Dallam Lane, Warrington U.K. WA2 7LT 

T: +44 (0) 845 071 0985   F: +44 (0) 845 071 0989   E: info@corerfid.com 
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